
 

Expertise: 

• Subversive movements seeking to undermine Western Civilization 
• Communist (Maoist, Marxist-Leninist) infiltration into American Federal 

Government, including both Houses of Congress 
• Communist backgrounds/history/associations with specific elected officials (as 

detailed in my books and films) 
• Chinese and other foreign influence in the US Government, media, education, 

and culture at local and national levels 

Bio: 

Trevor Loudon is an author, filmmaker and public speaker from Christchurch, New 
Zealand, now living in the US. For more than 30 years, he has researched radical left, 
Marxist and terrorist movements and their covert influence on mainstream politics. 
 
Trevor Loudon’s thesis is that what is commonly regarded as mainstream political policy 
is in fact driven and guided by hidden subversive elements. The Democratic Party’s 
consistent defunding of the US military, support of open borders, sexualization of 
children, the climate change agenda, pipeline shutdowns and many other anti-American 
policies are all consistent with communist goals. 
 
Trevor Loudon believes that these forces must be exposed and countered, as America’s 
continued role as a bastion of freedom is pivotal for the future of Western Civilization. 

Speaking Topics: 

• Standard Speech: Provide a brief history of how a New Zealander came to be in 
America speaking to patriot organizations. Delve into the societal impact of 
subversive organizations, and importantly how these Marxist groups have 
weaseled their way into mainstream politics, particularly within the Democratic 
Party. Finish with a powerful discussion about how Americans can take their 
country back from this militant left element. This speech takes approximately 45 
minutes without questions. 



• Tailored Speech: Can provide information tailored to infiltration of a state, city, 
etc. Can focus more on specific issues, e.g. how the Marxist infiltration has 
affected the culture, education, and particularly the churches. 

Speaking Engagements: 

• Trevor Loudon has addressed approximately a thousand patriotic, religious, and 
Republican Party groups in nearly every state in the continental US. Loudon has 
featured as the keynote speaker at many Lincoln Day / Lincoln-Reagan dinners, 
fundraising events, audiences as large as CPAC to small gatherings held in 
private homes. More on Trevor Loudon's accomplishments can be found on 
his website. 

Logistics 

• Honorarium/Fee: Within a two-three hour driving radius of Punta Gorda, Florida: 
$500.00 to $1,000.00. Otherwise, $1,500.00 to $3,000.00 depending on 
audience, ease of shipping and travel, etc. Prices may be negotiable when two or 
more events are parceled together in the same general area. 

• Online: Skype/Zoom meeting presentations to organizations are $200.00.  
• Travel Requirements: Travel expenses include flight, rental car, transfers, 

accommodation. It is preferred that the host make the arrangements, otherwise, 
the speaker can be reimbursed. 

• Book Sales: A prominent table by the exit should be available to Trevor to sign 
books/films before and after his speech. It would be helpful if the host announced 
that Trevor's books will be available after the presentation and that a volunteer be 
made available to help Trevor with book/movie sales. This helps keep down the 
speaker’s fee cost.  

• Technical Requirements: A glass of water. A microphone may be required for 
larger crowds. 

Booking Information: 

• For inquiries, please contact Victoria Loudon at 941-444-0055 or Trevor Loudon 
at trevor.newzeal@gmail.com. 

 

https://www.trevorloudon.com/about/

